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This morning we’re talking about our God of creation.  Just before we do that, I want to ask 

everybody to identify, ―What is the concern most on your heart this morning?‖  When you 

walked through these doors there was something—there is something—heavy on your heart.  It 

might have to do with your marriage.  It might have to do with one of your kids.  It might have 

to do with your finances.  It might be the government—whatever you want to put on that list.  

But I want you to identify in your mind what that is this morning that’s most heavy on your 

heart.  I just want you to file that away and we’ll come back to it in a little bit. 

 

The Bible tells us that God has made Himself known—revealed Himself—through two types of 

revelation. One we refer to as general revelation: that is God revealing Himself through 

creation.  The other would be specific revelation: that’s God making Himself known through 

the Bible, through the Scriptures.  I would say by and large, in our movement, we hold a very 

high view of the Scriptures but we do tend to devalue general revelation.  We kind of dismiss it 

because we think it’s not that important compared to the Bible. 

 

I would suggest to you that that’s a big mistake.  Revelation is the Invisible making Himself 

visible through what He has made.  Creation is what it is because that’s how God desires to 

reveal Himself to us.  There are things about God you simply cannot learn apart from general 

revelation.  I think by and large, as Christians, we struggle because of a small view of God.  

That’s why we worry; that’s why we have fear; that’s why we have anxiety—because we have 

a small view of God.  And I think that’s fed from two different directions.  I think one direction 

is because of what I mentioned last week.  I think we here in the West, we in the United 

States— and it is rather specific to us—have so emphasized the personal nature of our faith that 

we’ve made it kind of this transaction between me and God.  We sound very much like 

consumers when we talk about that.  This is all about me and what’s in it for me and what the 

deal is.  It is true that we have to have a personal faith.  Each one of us personally must respond 

to the Gospel.  But we also must understand biblically that that is an invitation to be part of the 

community of faith, to be a part of what God is doing throughout all of creation.  It isn’t just me 

and God holding hands into the sunset. When we reduce it down to just me and God and lose 

sight of the bigger picture, God becomes smaller and smaller and smaller. 

 

I think another reason we struggle with a small view of God is because we tend to devalue and 

even dismiss general revelation.  I think the intent of Psalm 104 is to help us have a ―Big God‖ 

theology.   If you have a Bible, turn with us this morning to Psalm 104.  Nobody knows who 

wrote Psalm 104.  It’s just an all-out celebration of God as the Creator. 

 

Bless the LORD, O my soul! 

O LORD my God, You are very great; 

You are clothed with splendor and majesty, (*NASB, Psalm 104:1)  
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The psalmist opens with a celebration of God.  The idea of ...“clothed with splendor and majesty” 

I think is the heartbeat of this psalm.  Everything else that follows is describing that splendor, is 

describing that majesty.  

  

We talked last week about the importance of understanding—in an ancient world—who your king 

was, was everything.  If you had a weak king, chances are you would be conquered.  You would 

live out your lifetime in slavery.  But if you had a strong powerful king, you had reason to believe 

you would have a life and you could raise your family and children and see your dreams fulfilled.  

So who your king was, was everything.  And typically the stronger, the more powerful the king, the 

more was displayed in their splendor, their majesty—the palaces and the thrones and the clothing 

and all the trappings that said ―power and riches‖.  And you kind of have to understand— in that 

imagery that’s flowing out of the psalmist’s statement—that God is the King of Kings.  He has the 

ultimate splendor and majesty that represent Him. 

 

Starting in verse 2 then are these wonderful images of the Creator God.  We talked last week about 

the fact that whenever you're interpreting the psalms you have to notice the images.  You have to 

notice what they are.  You have to unpack them.  You have to kind of visualize them.  That’s the 

whole point.  They’re metaphors; they’re pictures.  But you have to go beyond that to ask the 

question, ―What is the purpose of that metaphor in the life of the reader?‖  In other words, what is 

the effect that the writer intends to happen in the reader?  Are you supposed to be moved 

emotionally?  Are you supposed to be moved with respect, or fear, or whatever?  But what’s the 

metaphor and what’s the point of the metaphor?  There’s no question, as we go through this psalm 

that these metaphors are big — they’re huge— with the intent that we kind of reexamine our view 

of God and create a ―Big God‖ theology. 

 

Verse 2 is a great example of that: 

 

Covering Yourself with light as with a cloak, 

Stretching out heaven like a tent curtain.  
 

What he’s not talking about here is just the fact that God is light.  This is a much bigger image than 

that.  Sometimes you see God portrayed as one who is kind of faceless and He’s sitting on a throne 

and there’s light emanating.  That is a completely false view of God.  What that reveals is God is a 

little bigger than us; God’s a little brighter than us.  That doesn’t have anything to do with this 

imagery.  This is thinking about the light of the universe.  You think about the entire universe and 

all the light that is in the universe and God steps into it and puts it on like a jacket.  God is so much 

bigger than the universe that the light is just like His coat—a garment He puts on before He leaves 

the house. 

 

A couple of years ago we were going through the book of Colossians and in Colossians, Chapter 1, 

there is a description that God is the ―agent of creation‖.  It was all created by Him.  But then there 

is this statement that it was created in Him.  That’s a statement that’s much more difficult to get 

your mind around.  If you remember, if you were here then, I used a globe to try and illustrate that 

because we tend to think that God is geographically located out there somewhere in the universe.  

 

You remember years ago that Russian cosmonauts went into space and when they got back, one of 

them stated that he had proven the fact that there is no God because he looked around and he 

couldn’t find God.  The first question I would ask is, ―How could you miss Him?‖  It’s spectacular 

out there.  But second of all, it represents an idea that God is out there and we’ll find Him 
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somewhere.  Does he think that God has a vacation house on a planet and that’s what he was going 

to find?  That notion is incorrect.  It’s not that God is somewhere out in the universe; it’s the other 

way around.  The universe is in God.  God is bigger than the universe.  God is the One who created 

the universe. God is outside of the universe.  In theological terms we refer to it as the transcendence 

of God.  God is outside of; He is other than the universe.  So, as big as this universe is with all of its 

light, God is so much bigger still that He just puts it on like a coat. 

 

The second image there is very similar.  It’s the imagery of a tent.  As big as the universe seems to 

us, God actually has to stoop down like going through the flap of a tent in order to enter into the 

universe, in order to enter into His creation.  So as big as the universe seems to us, it’s small to God.  

He has to bend down and enter in through the flap, just to enter into what He has made.  So they’re 

pictures of the bigness of God. 

 

Verse 3: 

 

He lays the beams of His upper chambers in the waters; (Vs. 3a) 

 

There are two things to understand, to understand that picture.  Number one:  In the ancient world 

there were few people—only the rich, the wealthy, the powerful—that had upper chambers.  We 

would think of it today as a second story.  It was very unusual in the ancient world.  But if you had a 

lot of power, a lot of wealth, then you would lay these beams as your foundation and you would 

build a private upper chamber above your dwelling quarters, and that was viewed to be kind of your 

own private place.  It was a place of power and importance. 

 

The ancients also believed that there were two levels of water.  There was a lower level, which is 

what we see—the oceans and the seas.  But they believed there was an upper level and that’s where 

the rain came from.  Of course scientifically they didn’t understand everything we understand 

today, but in this imagery there’s a lower level and an upper level.  So the imagery is that God goes 

above the upper level and lays His beams in order to build His personal chamber up above the 

heavens.  It’s this idea that God sits in His own personal chamber and looks down over all that He 

has created. 

 

He makes the clouds His chariot; 

He walks upon the wings of the wind; 

He makes the winds His messengers, 

Flaming fire His ministers. (Vs. 3b-4) 
 

This description almost seems mythological.  It is ―super-heroish‖.  It is God coming out of the 

heavens and He rides the clouds like they’re a chariot.  His motor is the wind itself, and He pulls up 

lightning bolts as His swords, as His ministers.  So it’s this great imagery again of God riding the 

clouds like a chariot, holding lightning bolts, ruling over creation. 

 

Verse 5: 

 

He established the earth upon its foundations, 

So that it will not totter forever and ever. 
 

That’s a very interesting verse.  Basically it has to do with the regularity of nature.  Almost 

everything that we depend upon, to live the life that we live, has to do with our belief that the earth 
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is regular.  We refer to these as laws of nature.  But no scientist can tell you why those laws are 

laws.  They can’t tell you where they came from.  They can’t tell you any reason why we should 

believe that they’ll continue—but they do.  Now we would answer by saying, ―Because God made 

it that way.  God is not just the creator; He’s the sustainer.  And every day He holds it together and 

holds it in place.‖ 

 

It is possible to believe that this earth is the way it is simply on the basis of chance—the ability to 

sustain life is just something that happened by chance.  Richard Dawkins makes that point in his 

book The God Delusion.  He says, ―You know there could be millions and millions and millions of 

universes out there.  And out of all those millions of universes it is possible that one of them just 

happened to get it right with the planet; therefore we can sustain life.‖  We would say theoretically 

that’s possible.   

 

One writer describes it like this:  ―Yes, that is theoretically possible.  But imagine the Old West and 

there are five gunslingers playing poker, and the dealer happens to deal himself four aces twenty 

times in a row.  Theoretically it is possible that that happened.  But realistically he’s dead (laughter) 

—because to believe that would be unreasonable.‖ 

 

Richard Dawkins has absolutely no scientific basis for his statement.  There’s no science to defend 

what he said whatsoever.  It’s theoretically possible, but it’s not science.  It’s not very intellectual.  

It is a philosophical reason to escape facing God.  What is necessary to believe that is an incredible 

leap of faith.  What is far more reasonable, based on the evidence, would be that there’s intelligent 

design, that there is a God behind everything that we know and understand on planet earth, and that 

God is the one who made it that way. 

 

When we’re talking about the existence of God we use an argument that comes under a couple of 

different names.  One is called the fine-tuning argument.  Another is called the divine welcome mat 

argument.  It’s the same argument.  It’s saying, in essence, that everything on earth is perfect in 

order to maintain life.  And it raises the question, ―Where did that come from?‖  Is it an accident or 

is there intelligence behind the regularity of earth?  That’s what the psalmist is saying:  God did it. 

He created it.  He sustains it. 

 

You covered it with the deep as with a garment; 

The waters were standing above the mountains. 

At Your rebuke they fled; 

At the sound of Your thunder they hurried away. 

The mountains rose; the valleys sank down 

To the place which You established for them. 

You set a boundary that they may not pass over; 

So that they will not return to cover the earth. (Vs. 6-9) 
 

Clearly the psalmist is talking about the flood.  You do have to understand that in the ancient world 

the ancients were terrified of the water—of oceans and the seas.  They were, by and large, land 

people.  The oceans were mysterious to them.  They were full of mysterious creatures and they, for 

the most part, terrified them.  So you have to understand that when he’s saying that God is above 

the oceans, God speaks and rebukes the water and tells the water, ―You go here and you stay there 

until I tell you to move,‖ is kind of this imagery of a God who rules over what they were terrified of. 
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When he’s talking about the flood of Noah, which seems most likely here, he’s talking about the 

fact that at one time God moved the waters and, when He was done, He rebuked them down to 

earth, as we understand it today. 

 

A couple of weeks ago I was shopping in a particular store and off to the side there was a group of 

three or four people and they were discussing religion and things of the Bible.  One man was 

waxing quite eloquently and quite loudly I might add, and it was very easy to overhear the 

conversation.  One of the things he said was, ―Well the Bible is full of myths.‖  And somebody else 

in the group said, ―Well, could you share one of those myths?‖  And he said, ―Well clearly the flood 

of Noah’s day. We know scientifically today that there is not enough water on planet earth for that 

ever to happen.‖ 

 

Now at that point I was this close to entering that conversation (laughter) but it wasn’t my 

conversation, so that would have been rude.  But I do happen to know that scientists have proven 

today that if you flatten out the earth—in other words you bring up the oceans and bring down the 

mountains, which is what we believe was the case before the flood—that there is enough water on 

the earth today to cover its entire surface 8,000 feet deep. 

 

Now it’s true there are mountain peaks today that are taller than 8,000 feet.  But before the flood we 

don’t believe those mountains were at 30,000 feet.  We believe (and even the Psalm says it) that as 

the waters receded, the oceans went down and the mountains went up and created much of the 

world that we understand today.  That’s exactly what the psalmist said:  ―The mountains came up; 

the valleys went down‖—again just talking about the awesome creation power of God over what He 

has made. 

 

Verse 10: 

 

He sends forth springs in the valleys; 

They flow between the mountains; 

They give drink to every beast of the field; 

The wild donkeys quench their thirst. (Vs. 10-11) 
 

The significance of the wild donkeys is in the ancient world they were believed to be the least 

―domesticatable‖ (to make up a word) of all of the animals.  Even lions and tigers and predators like 

that they could, in some way, scare away or spook.  But these wild donkeys, you couldn’t do a thing 

with them—you couldn’t move them.  They were the least movable or ―domesticatable‖ of all the 

creatures and yet God feeds them and waters them and takes care of them.  He divinely superintends 

over them. 

 

Verse 12: 

 

Beside them the birds of the heavens dwell; 

They lift up their voices among the branches. 

He waters the mountains from His upper chambers; 

The earth is satisfied with the fruit of His works. 

He causes the grass to grow for the cattle, 

And vegetation for the labor of man, 

So that he may bring forth food from the earth, (Vs. 12-14) 
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Several places in this psalm it talks about God is the one who brings forth life.  God is the one who 

brings the rain.  God is the one who brings forth the vegetation.  God is the one who sustains life on 

Planet Earth.  We may be able to explain scientifically what’s happening, but behind that is the hand 

of God.  We’re just simply discovering the intelligence of God and what He’s put in place to sustain 

life. 

 

This is really important for us to understand because it goes to an issue of stewardship.  We tend to 

think that we are kind of in control.  As a matter of fact you often hear people refer to us as a self-

made man or a self-made woman.  Those statements are laughable.  The only reason anybody has 

breath today is because God has given you breath.  There is no such thing as a self-made man or a 

self-made woman.  It’s all God and if today God says this is the end of the road, that’s the end of 

the road.  Everything that we have is a gift from God and God expects us to steward it accordingly. 

 

Verse 15: 

 

The wine which makes man's heart glad, 

So that he may make his face glisten with oil, 

And food which sustains man's heart. 

The trees of the LORD drink their fill, 

The cedars of Lebanon which He planted, 

Where the birds build their nests, 

And the stork, whose home is the fir trees. (Vs. 15-17) 
 

He’s talking about the basics of life in the ancient world.  Wine was necessary because the quality 

of the water was so poor, but it was also part of God’s gift to them.  It was like a special treat.  He 

also gave them oil which, in the ancient world, was necessary to keep your skin from cracking and 

drying up and getting diseases.  It was a necessary ointment....and then of course food, to sustain 

life. 

 

Verse 18: 

 

The high mountains are for the wild goats; 

The cliffs are a refuge for the shaphanim.  
 

These are little furry creatures.  We don’t even really have a name for them today. 

 

Verse 19: 

 

He made the moon for the seasons; 

The sun knows the place of its setting. 

You appoint darkness and it becomes night, 

In which all the beasts of the forest prowl about. 

The young lions roar after their prey, 

And seek their food from God. 

When the sun rises they withdraw, 

And lie down in their dens. 

Man goes forth to his work 

And to his labor until evening. (Vs. 19-23) 
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You’ve got to take this from the vantage point of someone in the ancient world. There was this 

rhythm that, at night, the predators come out and they hunt and they survive.  But as the sun comes 

up, they go back into their dens and man comes out in order to do what’s necessary to sustain life.  

There’s a picture of God’s hand of organization in this rhythm of life as God has designed it. 

 

Verse 24: 

 

O LORD, how many are Your works! 

In wisdom You have made them all; 

The earth is full of Your possessions.   
 

Again it’s a reminder of stewardship—that everything belongs to God.  We have a tendency to think 

it’s ours.  ―It’s my money; it’s my life; it’s my talent; it’s my time; it’s my earth.‖  But the reality is 

that isn’t true at all.  Everything is God’s.  God is the One who gave me time.  God is the One who 

gave me talents.  God is the One who gives me money.  God is the One who gives me life.  God is 

the One who has given me the earth and all I am is a steward of it.  They are God’s treasures. They 

are God’s possessions.  God loves what He has created and He takes delight in them. 

 

There is the sea, great and broad, 

In which are swarms without number, 

       Animals both small and great. 

There the ships move along, 

And Leviathan, which You have formed to sport in it. (Vs. 25-26) 

 

This is a great picture.  He is talking about God is the one who made the seas and in the seas there 

are swarms of creatures—animals, plant life.  They are stuff that God has made. 

 

Again, in the ancient world these seas were terrifying, yet the ships would go across them.  But 

beneath those ships was this whole world that they had no understanding of.  Even in today’s world, 

with all of our science, there are places on the ocean bottom that we have never seen.  And yet, 

when we do discover new depths, they’re filled with beauty and majesty and they’re spectacular.  

And it does raise the question, ―Why would God make it that way, if no one has ever seen it?‖  And 

the answer is, ―Because He likes it.‖  It is made for Him.  Again we tend to think it’s all about us, 

but God created some of that just because He likes it.  He likes to watch the creatures that He made.  

He takes delight in it.  The idea of the Leviathan which most people think was some sort of a 

dinosaur that was in the ocean. It eventually took on kind of mythic proportions among the 

Egyptians, but basically it was a real creature and terrified the land people.  But the imagery here is 

the Leviathan is in there for sport.  In other words, it’s God’s pet.  God delights in His little pet, His 

little fishbowl that He has made. And there may be things in that ocean no human will ever see, but 

God sees it and He likes it and He delights in it.  That’s the idea of that part of the psalm. 

 

They all wait for You, 

To give them their food in due season. 

You give to them, they gather it up; 

You open Your hand, they are satisfied with good. 

You hide Your face, they are dismayed; 

You take away their spirit, they expire, 
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And return to their dust. 

You send forth Your Spirit, they are created; 

And You renew the face of the ground. (Vs. 27-30) 
 

Again a reminder that God is the author of life   He created it.  He sustains it.  And, at the end of the 

day, God is the one who says what lives and what dies. 

 

When we think of this idea of stewardship with the planet, it’s very important to remember again 

that this is God’s treasure.  This is God’s possession.  God owns it and God sustains it and God 

rules it.  Now don’t misunderstand me here.   I do believe that we need to be wise stewards of the 

environment.  I do think we need to take care of our planet.  I think that’s part of our commissioning 

from God.  But I absolutely reject this idea that we can destroy the planet.  That comes from a belief 

deep within us that we are God and that we have the power to destroy the planet.  Folks, we’re not 

God.  God created it.  God sustains it.  We’re kidding ourselves if we think we can take God’s 

possession and destroy it.  Again, I think we need to be good stewards of what God has given us, 

but ultimately the planet is in God’s hands and God is fully capable of taking care of His own 

possessions. 

 

Verse 31: 

 

Let the glory of the LORD endure forever; 

Let the LORD be glad in His works;  
 

This could be translated, ―...takes pleasure in His works‖.  I find this to be a very important view of 

God—to understand that God delights in what He has made.  When you see a beautiful sunset, do 

you think God turns to the angels and says, ―That was a good one!‖?  I think He does.  He takes 

delight in that.  Look at everything that God has made.  I think it’s interesting to ask the question, 

―Why does that flower smell like that?  Why does that animal do that?  Why does this look like 

that?‖  

 

This morning when I parked and came across the parking lot, there were turtle doves on the parking 

lot and they flew off and they make kind of that singy-whistley sound when they fly.  I don’t know 

any other bird that makes that sound.  But it raises the question, ―God, why did you make them that 

way?  It almost sounds like they’re singing when they fly.‖  Because He takes delight in what He 

has made.  That’s a view of God that is very important to understand.  The first attribute that we 

ever learn about God is He’s eternal.  The second is He is creative.  God is a very artsy God.  He 

loves the arts and He loves creativity.   

 

There’s a very interesting verse in Job; it’s found in Chapter 38, around verse 7, when God and Job 

are in this conversation, and Job is starting to complain a little bit about stuff.  And God says, “Oh, 

by the way, Job, where were you when I made the universe?‖  And He kind of launches into this 

discussion and in verse 7 he says something very interesting that... ―When God created, the angels 

shouted for joy.” 

 

Now think about this scene.  Before God created, there was no matter.  God is a spirit.  The angels 

are spirits.  There was no color.  There was no smell.  There was no touch.  There was no taste. 

There was no matter.  It isn’t like God took something and made something else—not like us 

unveiling a painting with colors and images we’ve already known.  There had been no matter for all 
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eternity.  And according to Job 38, verse 7, it appears that God brought the angels around Him and 

He said, ―Hey, check this out,” and poof—the universe was created!  For the first time there was 

such a thing as color, sight, sounds, smells, touch, taste.  And according to that verse, the angels 

shouted for joy and said, ―This is awesome!  That was good!‖  It’s a great picture of God.  It’s like 

He is divinely showing off—displaying His glory.  It’s a way that God has revealed Himself to us. 

 

He looks at the earth, and it trembles; (Vs. 32a)    That is great imagery, isn’t it? 

             We think the earth seems so big.  God looks at it and it shakes. 

He touches the mountains, and they smoke.  (Vs. 32b) 
 

Next time you go to Colorado and you're standing in the Rockies— and they’re so intimidating— 

think of this picture of God reaching out and touching the mountains and they smoke.  God stares a 

mountain down and it trembles.  Just try to create this big imagery of God and who He is. 

 

I will sing to the LORD as long as I live; 

I will sing praise to my God while I have my being. 

Let my meditation be pleasing to Him; 

As for me, I shall be glad in the LORD.  

Let sinners be consumed from the earth, 

And let the wicked be no more. 

Bless the LORD, O my soul. 

Praise the LORD! (Vs. 33-35) 
 

The psalmist ends with an eruption of worship, of praise for his Creator God.  He, in essence, gives 

a glimpse of the New Heaven and Earth, when those who rebel against God will be removed and all 

creation will celebrate and worship this Creator God. 

 

The point of Psalm 104 is to paint a picture of a massive, creative, delightful God.  So let’s go back 

to where we started.  Remind me again, what is that concern on your heart this morning that’s just 

too big for this God?  What do you have going on in your life today that’s just too big?  The reason 

we’re anxious, the reason we have fear, the reason we worry is because we have a little God.  

General revelation helps us capture the bigness of God.  And if God is as big as He’s described in 

Psalm 104, there is no such thing as hopeless.  Every day is a reason for hope. 

 

One of the concerns that I have when I listen to people talk about their habits and their hurts and 

their hang-ups and their addictions, is I often hear people say, ―I know I’ll struggle with this the rest 

of my life.‖  My question to you would be, ―Why?  Why?‖  If you believe that, you have sealed 

your fate.  If you believe that, you will struggle with it the rest of your life.  But my question would 

be, ―Why?  Are you telling me that hurt, that hang-up, that addiction, that issue, whatever it is, is 

more powerful than this God?‖  If you want to live that way, that’s up to you.  But I choose to rise 

above it.  I believe my God is more powerful than anything this world has to offer, and I’m going to 

choose to believe that and to live like I believe it. The only thing that would cause me to change my 

mind is if you could show me how your issue is bigger than this God. 

 

One of my favorite New Testament concepts (maybe it is my favorite) is found in Ephesians 2, 

verse 10.  After this magnificent discussion about salvation by grace through faith, in verse 10 Paul 

says, ―For we are His workmanship.‖  That word in English doesn’t even come close to capturing 

the Greek word.  The Greek word is poema.   It’s where we get our English word ―poem‖.  But in 

the Greek it meant far more than a poem.  It was an original piece of art, a poem, a piece of music, a 
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painting, a sculpture, but more than that, it was a masterpiece!  What Paul was saying is, ―You are 

God’s masterpiece of grace, [according to Ephesians 1 and 2] so spectacular that one day God will 

hold you up in the heavenlies and the angels will gasp at the wonder of what you’ve become.‖ 

 

But we don’t believe that do we?  There are far too many Christians that kind of mope their way 

through the Christian life.  ―Woe is me.  I believe that God died for my sins and I’m going to 

heaven, but other than that I’m just going to kind of struggle through life…just kind of a loser.‖  

And somehow we’ve justified that under the umbrella of humility.  I have to tell you, ―That is not 

humility at all.‖  You know what that is?  That is a result of a performance-based value system 

which is worldly to the core.  You think that way about yourself because you’re worldly.  If you 

could come to grips with the reality of grace, that to the praise of the glory of His grace, He and He 

alone has made you a spectacular trophy of His grace, you’ll live like it.  Of all the spectacular 

things that God has made in the universe—and they are spectacular—of all of those, God has said, 

―But you are my masterpiece. You are my masterpiece!” 

 

Next time you catch a glimpse of the majesty of something God has made, hear these words:  ―Of 

everything I’ve made, you’re my masterpiece.  And one day I’m going to hold you up in the 

heavenlies and the angels will gasp at the wonder of what you’ve become.”  The more I believe 

that, the more I live like it, the more glory He receives. 

 

 

 

 

Our Father, we’re thankful this morning for the wonder of Your grace.  Lord, it’s really hard to 

look around at all the majesty and the splendor of Your creation and recognize that of all that, we 

are your masterpiece.  We’re Your original piece of art.  Lord, help us to regain the “Big God” 

theology, to know again that You are bigger than any problem, any issue, any addiction, any habit, 

and of all the things You’ve made, You call us Your masterpiece.  Lord, help us to believe that and 

to live like it for Your Glory.  In Jesus’ name.  Amen. 
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